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It’s time to learn how you can use the Greeks to make trading decisions. Persevere with your learning 

here as it’s your gateway to becoming an Option’s Master! 

Delta 

Unlike a trade in the underlying whose value per point stays the same, the value of an option for 

every point’s movement in the underlying is constantly changing. The Delta can be used to measure 

the value of an option as the market moves. This is useful to monitor directional risk so you may 

know how much your option’s value will increase or diminish as the underlying market moves. 

The Delta is expressed as a percentage with respect to the option’s total amount. It is written as 0.0 to 

1.0 or 0.0 to -1.0 depending on the position’s direction. 

In the trades’ Sensitivity table, you will see the Delta expressed as an amount in the base currency of 

the pair you are trading.  For example, if the pair traded is EUR/USD, the Delta is an amount in Euros. 

This Delta value is simply a percentage of the option’s total amount. If the EUR/USD Call option has 

trade amount 100,000 EUR and a 0.5 Delta, then the Delta in Euros is 50,000 (50% of 100,000). 

The Delta represents the option’s equivalent position in the underlying market. For example, a 

EUR/USD Call option with a +50,000 EUR Delta is equivalent to a long (buy) 50,000 EUR/USD position 

in the underlying market. A EUR/USD Put with a -75,000 EUR Delta is equivalent to a short (sell) 

75,000 EUR/USD position in the underlying market. 

Note: The sign of a Delta is related to the direction of the equivalent position in the underlying 

market, hence long Calls have positive Deltas and long Puts have negative Deltas. 

A higher (absolute) Delta value is desirable for an option buyer, whilst a Delta close to zero is 

desirable for the option seller; a buyer wants their option to become more valuable whilst a seller 

wants the option to become less valuable. 

In the table below, observe the Delta for a long (buy) GBP/USD Call option in the amount of 100,000 

GBP.  As the market rises, the Call is moving further in-the-money and the Delta increases towards 

100,000 (100% Delta). On the other hand, as the market falls, the option moves further out-the-

money, and the Delta falls towards zero. 
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As an option moves further in-the-money (ITM), the Delta’s absolute value rises. It is becomes more 

valuable for each pips (or points) movement in the underlying market. 

Note: If you are an option seller the Delta value is the negative of the option buyer’s Delta. For 

example, if a long (buy) Call option has a Delta of +60,000, the equivalent short (sell) Call option has a 

Delta of -60,000, and if a long Put option has a Delta -40,000, the equivalent short Put option has a 

Delta of +40,000. 

 

Delta can also be interpreted as an approximate probability that an option will expire in-the-money. 

For example, Delta values: 

 0.10 (or -0.10)    10% chance of finishing in-the-money 

 0.90 (or 0.90)      90% chance of finishing in-the-money 

 0.50 (or -0.50)    50% chance of finishing in-the-money 

 In relation to the option’s moneyness, the general rules are options: 

 Less than 0.50 (or -0.50) are out-the-money 

 Greater than 0.50 (or -0.50) are in-the-money 

 Equal to 0.50 are at-the-money 

Lastly, as volatility increases, the Delta of an out-the-money option increases, and as volatility 

decreases, the Delta of an in-the-money option increases. 

 

 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Delta.jpg
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Delta Hedging 

As demonstrated above, the Delta value indicates the option’s equivalent position in the underlying 

market. Hence, to hedge an option, you take the opposite position in the underlying market. For 

example, a GBP/USD Call option with Delta value +50,000 GBP can be Delta hedged by selling 50,000 

GBP against USD in the underlying market. 

An option trader finds this technique desirable if they do not want to be exposed to changes in the 

underlying market price. You would want to do this if you have a book of open options and you want 

to negate the risk of market moves without having to close the options. Additionally, you may have a 

view on expected volatility and want to trade only it, hence you need to reduce the effects of other 

factors influencing the premium value. 

For example, let’s say you thought implied volatility in the 1-month EUR/USD option was overpriced, 

therefore you want to short (sell) the volatility. You could sell an at-the-money Call option with an 

amount of 100,000 EUR. Remember that selling an option means you benefit when volatility falls. The 

Delta is -0.5 (since this is an ATM option) amounting to -50,000 EUR. To eliminate the risk occurring 

when the underlying market moves, you can buy 50,000 EUR against USD in the market. This gives 

the Delta neutral position. If your view is correct, you will profit via the short Call option with zero risk 

as the market moves around as long as you continue to update the Delta hedge. 

Delta hedge trade walk-through 

Step 1: Check your option’s Delta value using the Sensitivity table in the open positions page. 

 

In this example, the Delta of the long Call GBP/USD option is 51,868 GBP. 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Delta-of-Call-trade-.jpg
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Step 2: Take the opposite position in the underlying market.  In this case, sell 51,868 GBP against 

USD. 

It’s that simple. You have now created a Delta hedge on your Put option. 

The Delta of your option will change as the underlying market moves. To keep a perfect neutral Delta 

hedge, you would need to constantly adjust your position in the underlying market. To do this every 

time the market moves is an impossible task and the spread charges will eat up your profit. Instead, 

you could chose to review your Delta based on one of the following: 

 Time based – every t days (depending on the time until expiry) 

 Price based – rebalance in response to a certain price movement in the underlying market 

 Delta bands – when the Delta exceeds a certain level, rebalance the hedge 

In summary, the Delta hedge is a strategy to reduce market movement risks involved in an option’s 

trade whilst sustaining the opportunity to profit from change in volatility. If you are long in an option, 

the time decay will work against you, whilst if you are short the decay is with you. 

Gamma 

The Gamma is the rate of change of the Delta with respect to the movement of the rate in the 

underlying market. In the Sensitivity table, Gamma shows how much the Delta will change if the 

underlying rate moves by 1%. 

Gamma is always a positive value, therefore you add Gamma to the value of the current Delta to 

estimate the new Delta in a rising market and you subtract Gamma from the current Delta to estimate 

the new Delta in a falling market. 

Example 1. 

Underlying GBP/USD price = 1.6800 

Long Call option with Delta = 30,000 and Gamma = 20,000 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Sensitivity-table-for-Delta-Hedge.jpg
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Example 2. 

Underlying EUR/USD price = 1.3600 

Long Put option with Delta = -40,000 and Gamma = 30,000 

 

The Gamma is useful when using the underlying market to hedge options, since it gives an idea of 

how much more or less you need to hedge in the underlying market if the market price moves by 1%. 

A larger Gamma means the Delta is more sensitive to a change in the underlying market price, which 

means a larger risk or reward. A smaller Gamma means the Delta is less likely to change as the 

underlying market moves. This is desirable when Delta-hedging is used to maintain a hedge over a 

wider price range. 

Note: If you are an option seller, you are short Gamma. Hence, if the underlying market moves in your 

direction, the Delta will tend towards zero. 

The Gamma of ATM options near expiry increases, whereas the Gamma of ITM and OTM options 

decreases. The chart below shows the behaviour of Gamma relative to time until expiry and the 

option’s moneyness. Notice the peak at time = 0 for an ATM option. 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Gamma-changing-.jpg
http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Gamma-changing-example-2.jpg
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How to trade it: One theory is to buy a short-dated, slightly OTM option. You obtain the option 

cheaper (minimising the risk), and if you are right on the direction, there is a lot of upside as the 

Gamma increases drastically towards expiry if the option nears ATM. 

Implied Volatility (IV) 

Before describing the Vega, let’s begin with volatility. 

The volatility of an asset (currency pair, stock, or commodity) price is simply how much it fluctuates 

with no regard to direction.  It is given as a percentage of the asset price. A higher volatility means 

the price has moved or is expected to move over a larger range in a set time period. 

Historical volatility is the volatility of the underlying price over some period in the past. Future 

volatility is the volatility of the underlying price over some period in the future. The price of an option 

depends on future volatility, yet it is impossible for anyone to know exact future volatility! However, it 

is possible to calculate the marketplace’s expected future volatility using the option’s price itself. This 

is known as implied volatility (IV) and, due to the nature of its calculation, it is theoretical. If IV is high, 

it means the market thinks the price has potential for large movement in either direction. Low IV 

implies the market thinks the price will not move much. 

When the implied volatility (IV) of an option is 5%, what does it mean? 

It means, theoretically, the market is expecting the price to move by 5%, either up or down, over a 

certain time period. If EUR/USD is trading at 1.3500 and the IV of a 1 year option is 5%, it means the 

market expects the price of EUR/USD to move either 5% above or below its current value in the next 

year in a range from 1.2825 to 1.4175. 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Gamma-chart.jpg
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Options with a higher IV cost more. This is intuitive due to the higher likelihood of the market 

‘swinging’ in your favour. If IV increases and you are holding an option, this is good. Unfortunately, if 

you have sold an option, it is bad. A seller wants IV to fall so the premium falls. You should also note 

short-dated options are less sensitive to IV, while long-dated are more sensitive. 

You can trade the IV value by monitoring an IV chart for a specific underlying market for a certain 

time period and determine the IV range. The peaks suggest the option is expensive to buy and the 

troughs suggest the option is inexpensive.  This information can be used when deciding which 

options to buy or sell. It is important to note you cannot compare the IV values of different options, 

for example a EUR/USD option with a 1 week expiry will have a different IV to a EUR/USD option with 

a 1 month expiry. 

Vega 

Vega is the sensitivity of an option’s value to a change in volatility. It is usually expressed as the 

change in premium value per 1% change in implied volatility. 

If the Vega of a long (buy) option position is 75 USD and IV increases or decreases by 1%, the 

option’s premium will increase or decrease by 75 USD, respectively. The Vega of a short (sell) option 

position is negative and an increasing IV is bad. 

Example 

Volatility now = 25% 

Option’s premium value = $1000      Vega = $100 

Volatility              Option’s value* 

23%                        $800 

24%                        $900 

25%                        $1000 

26%                        $1100 

27%                        $1200 

*As long as all other parameters remain the same. 

Vega is generally larger in options which have longer time until expiry, and it falls as the option 

approaches expiry. This is because an increase in IV is more beneficial for a longer term option than 

for an option that will expire in the next 10 minutes. 

The Vega is at its maximum when the option is ATM and declines exponentially as the option moves 

ITM or OTM.  This is because a small change in IV will make no difference on the likelihood of an 
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option far out-of-the-money expiring ITM or on the likelihood of an option far into-the-money not 

expiring ITM. ATM options are far more sensitive since higher IV greatly increases their chances of 

expiring ITM. 

How to trade it: If you buy a long-dated, slightly OTM option and your choice of market direction is 

right, such that the option moves towards ATM, then the Vega will boost your premium. 

The below ‘shark-fin’ chart shows the behaviour of the Vega as the option moves from ITM to ATM to 

OTM and as it gets closer to expiry. 

 

The third factor effecting Vega is the level of IV itself. A higher IV tends to make OTM options more 

attractive since it means the option is more likely to expire ITM. Consequently, when IV is higher, the 

Vega, in general, is also higher. 

Theta 

Theta is the sensitivity of an option’s value to the passage of time. It is usually expressed as the 

change in value per one day’s passage of time. 

Example 

Option’s premium value at execution= $1000          Theta = -$20 

Passage of time                  Option’s value* 

0 days                                   $1000 

+ 1 day                                  $980 

+2 days                                 $960 

+3 days                                 $940 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Vega-chart.jpg
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*As long as all other parameters remain the same. 

For a buy (long) option position, Theta is negative and for a sell (short) option position, Theta is 

positive; time decay is bad for a buyer, good for a seller. In the platform’s Sensitivity table, Theta is 

given as an amount in the traded pair’s secondary currency. 

Theta is not a constant, it changes as the underlying market moves and time passes. 

The Theta of ATM options is higher and as time draws nearer to expiry, it increases. If you are holding 

an ATM option and expiry is approaching, you might be better off closing out of your position. 

How to trade it: Option sellers can reap the benefits of a high Theta near expiry by selling short-

dated ATM options with the expectation of little to almost no market movement. 

For ITM and OTM options as time to expiry draws nearer, Theta lowers and decreases.  The chart 

below is an example of how Theta behaves when the option is ITM, ATM, and OTM, and as time 

passes. You can also observe the dramatic impact of time decay (Theta) for an ATM option 

approaching expiry. 

  

 

Rho 

Rho is the least important Greek. However, it is worth mentioning. 

http://educateon.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Theta-chart.jpg
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Rho measures the sensitivity of an option to a change in interest rates. For example, if a Call option 

has a Rho of +9.52 for every 1% increase in interest rate, the value of the option will increase by 

9.52%. 

For currency pairs, it is related to the forward rate. The larger the interest rate difference between the 

two currencies, the more forward points you either pay or receive. Time period also influences the 

forward points. If the forward rate is over a longer period, then the forward point change will be 

larger since interest has more affect over a longer time. 

It is similar with the Rho of an option. Over a longer time period and with a larger difference in 

interest rates of the two currencies, the absolute value of Rho is greater. 

If the base currency of the traded pair’s interest rate increases, then a Call option’s value will increase 

since you hold the right to buy the currency. However, a Put option’s value will decrease because 

you’re trading the right to sell. Hence, Rho is positive for a buy (long) Call and negative for a buy 

(long) Put. However, interest rates rarely change drastically, so Rho has the least impact on option 

pricing. 

Combining the Powers of the Greeks 

The table below gives you an overview of different options with respect to the Greeks. It will help you 

to decide which option to use when trading your market expectation and how to manage your open 

option position. 

 OTM options are always the cheapest options hence buyers pay less and sellers receive less. They 

rely solely on extrinsic value and have a low Delta, Theta, and Vega. A move towards the ATM 

territory increases the Vega, Gamma and Delta which boosts premium. However, Theta (time decay) 

also increases especially as expiry approaches. 

 ATM options are more expensive than OTM options, but cheaper than ITM options. They have the 

highest Gamma, Vega, and Theta which means their premium is the most sensitive to moves in 

either direction. They are particularly sensitive to Theta as time to expiry approaches. The Delta of 

ATM options are 50%, which means there is an even likelihood of expiring ITM or OTM. 

 ITM options are the most expensive. Thus, buyers pay the most and sellers receive the most. Their 

premium is mostly made up of intrinsic value so they are relatively immune to Vega and Theta. 

Hence, trade an ITM option if you want to minimise the risk of Vega and Theta. They are an excellent 

tool when you have a strong view on the market because deep ITM options have the highest Delta. 

They will behave more like a position in the underlying. But if the market moves against you, the 

Delta declines so the loss becomes smaller.  As expiry approaches, the Delta increases. 
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 Higher Delta (absolute value) => Option is more valuable. Good for the buyer, bad for the seller. 

 Higher Gamma => Option is more sensitive to moves in the underlying market. Increases the risk 

and reward for both option buyers and sellers. 

 Higher Vega => Option is more sensitive to changes in the underlying market’s volatility. Increases 

the risk and reward for both option buyers and sellers. 

 Higher Theta => Option decays at a faster rate. Bad for the buyer, good for the seller. 

Practice trading options with a free demo account at optionsReasy.com  
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